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The investigations of this paper originate in the following question: Sup- 
pose I is an ideal of a local Gorenstein ring (R, m), whose associated 
graded ring gr,(R) is CohenMacaulay. Under which extra conditions is 
gr,(R) actually a Gorenstein ring? Hochster shows in [ 151 that gr,(R) is a 
Gorenstein ring if R is factorial and gr,(R) is a domain. Hochster’s 
arguments work as well if one only requires R to be a Gorenstein ring. 
However, the condition that gr,(R) is a domain cannot be weakened much. 
In fact, we given an example of a local complete intersection (R, m) whose 
associated graded ring gr,,,(R) is a reduced Cohen-Macaulay ring, but not 
a Gorenstein ring. The question when gr,(R) is a Gorenstein ring has a 
more satisfying answer for ideals I generated by a d-sequence, for which 
R/I is a Cohen-Macaulay ring. d-sequences were introduced and studied by 
Huneke. Their relevance in the study of powers of ideals was shown by 
Huneke in [ 161. For further investigations on d-sequences the reader is 
referred to [ 111. 
Now, given an ideal I generated by a d-sequence and such that R/I is 
CohenMacaulay we show that gr,(R) is a Gorenstein ring if and only 
if I is strongly Cohen-Macaulay. Again, the notion “strongly 
Cohen-Macaulay” was introduced by Huneke. It means that the Koszul 
homology of a system of generators of I is Cohen-Macaulay. Huneke 
showed in [ 191 that any ideal in the linkage class of a complete intersec- 
tion is strongly Cohen-Macaulay. This result provides us with plenty of 
interesting examples. 
The main subject of the paper, however, is the study of the canonical 
module of gr,(R) and of the Rees algebra R[If] = 
R@Zr@12t2@ ... sR[t]. In [14] the canonical class [os] of the Rees 
algebra S= R[Zr] was determined under the assumption that I is 
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generically a complete intersection in the normal ring R, and gr,(R) is a 
domain. There it was shown that [os] = [oR] - (g- 2)[IS], where 
g = grade I. Here we compute ws itself under much weaker assumptions. 
To describe our results we first fix the notations and assumptions that will 
be used throughout this paper. 
Let (A, n) be a local ring, and let M be an A-module. dim A denotes the 
Krull dimension of A, edim A the embedding dimenison of A, e(A) the 
multiplicity of A, ,u(M) the minimal number of generators of M, and r(M) 
the CM-type (CohenMacaulay-type) of M provided M is CM 
(Cohen-Macaulay ). 
(R, m) always stands for a CM local ring of dimension d, admitting a 
canonical module wR. 
To an ideal I of R we associate the following graded rings: 
the associated graded ring of I: 
G=gr,(R)=R/I@I/12@12/I’@ ..., 
the Rees algebra of I: 
S=R[It]=R@It@12t2@..., 
the extended Rees algebra of I: 
T=R[It, t-l]= . ..RtP2@RtP’@R@It@12t2@ ... 
WC> ws, and wT denote the graded canonical modules of G, S, and T, 
provided G, S, and T are CM. 
We write S, = 0 ,,” I’t’ and G, = @ i,O r/Z’+’ for the irrelevant ideals 
of S and G. Notice that R = S/S,, R/I N G/G+, G 2 S/IS, and IS 2~ S, . 
If M is an R-module and J= @ ,aO J, t’ is a fractionary S-ideal, then 
MJ:= @ ,, 0 MJ, t’ is in a natural way an S-module. Similar notations will 
be used with respect to T. For instance, we set 
In our theory the fractionary ideals (1, t)“’ of S play an important role. It is 
easily seen that (1, t)“‘=R@Rt@ ... @Itn’+‘@12tm+*@ .... With the 
above notations we then have o,(l, t)“‘=coK@coRt@ .~.c.~~It”~+~@ ....
In (2.4) we show that the following conditions are equivalent: (a) 
oT N wR T, (b) Ok N gr,(w,), and (c) ws 1~ oR( 1, t)” for some m 2 - 1. If 
one of the equivalent conditions holds we say that the corresponding 
canonical module has the expected form. Clearly, if ws N wR( 1, t)” then 
r(S) = r(R)(m + 11, 
ifma 
r(R) P(I), ifm= -1 
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where p(Z) denotes the minimal number of generators of I. It is therefore 
interesting to give an interpretation of the exponent m in the formula for 
us. To do this we use a surprising result of Goto and Shimoda [5]. Let Z 
be an m-primary ideal in the local CM-ring of dimension d, whose residue 
class field is infinite. The reduction number p(Z) of Z is defined to be the 
smallest integer p such that there exists a system of parameters a, ,..., ad of 
R with I0 = (a, ,..., ad) Zp ‘. 
THEOREM (Goto and Shimoda). [f G is CM, then the following con- 
ditions are equivalent: (a) S is CM, (b) p(Z) d d. 
In (2.7) we show: If the assumptions and the equivalent conditions of the 
above theorem hold, and if os has the expected form, then 
w,=w,(l, t) - ’ p”)P’ In the last section of the paper we list some exam- . 
ples to which our theory applies. 
1. GORENSTEIN ASSOCIATED GRADED RINGS 
The following quite general result is essentially due to Hochster, who 
proved a similar assertion in [ 151. 
PROPOSITION ( 1. 1). Let (R, m) he a Gorenstein ring, and let Z he an ideal 
of R whose associated graded ring G is a CM-domain. Then G is also 
Gorenstein. 
Proof: Since t ’ is a nonzero divisor on T and G N T/t ‘T, we have 
wG - co,/t -‘oT. Hence it suffices to show that oT E T. 
Since T,-I = R[t, tp’1 is Gorenstein, it follows that (0,),-l = TImI. 
There exists therefore an inclusion T +’ o T which becomes an isomorphism 
after localization with respect to t ‘. Let C= coker z; then we obtain the 
exact sequence 
O+T+o.+C+O 
which induces the exact sequence 0 -+ Torr(G, C) + D + i wti, where 
j = r @ T G. z can be chosen such that z(T) P t -‘07, so that j # 0. Since G is 
a domain, j necessarily must be injective. Hence TorT(G, C) = 0, and 
therefore t-’ is a nonzero divisor on C. On the other hand, C, I = 0. It 
follows that C= 0. u 
It is natural to ask whether one can relax the condition that G ought to 
be a domain by only requiring that G is reduced. Unfortunately this is not 
possible, as we shall see now. 
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EXAMPLE (1.2). Let A = k[ IX, y, z, vv ] and I= (xy, xz +f’) where 
.fek[ Iz, WI] is reduced and homogeneous of degree 3. We assert that the 
local ring (R, m) = A/Z is a complete intersection, and hence a Gorenstein 
ring. On the other hand, we show that gr,,, (R) is a reduced CM-ring, but 
not a Gorenstein ring. 
( 1) .XY, xz +f’ is a regular sequence. 
Proof: Ass(A/(xy)) = (x) u (y), and xz +f$ (x) u (I’). 
(2) The ideal I* = Ker(gr,,(A) + gr,,,(R)) is generated hy (xy, x2, ~:f’). 
Prooj: Clearly xy, xz are elements of I*. Since -elf= z(,Y~) -y(xz +f), 
we also have yf~ I*. Conversely, let d= uxq’ + h(xz +J’) be an arbitrary 
element in Z. We write a=a,+a, + ..., h=h,+h, + ..., where the u, 
resp. h, are the homogeneous components of degree i of a resp. h. If we set 
h , = 0, then d, + 7 = a,xy + h,xz + h, , .f’ for all i 3 0. 
Suppose dj +Z is the leading form of d, i.e., dit2 # 0, but d,,, = 0 for 
,j = o,..., i - 1. We show by induction on ,j that J divides h, for 
,j= -l,o ,...1 i- 1. The assertion for j = ~ 1 is trivial. Now suppose j> 0, 
then 0 = ~,,YJI + h,xz + h, , ,{I Since by induction hypothesis y divides h, [, 
it follows from this equation that y divides h,. 
(3) I* is per&t qf’grade 2, and therqfore gr,,, (R) is CM of type 2. 
ProqJ: I* is the ideal of 2 x 2-minors of the matrix (5; o;-‘-t). Since 
grade I* = height I* = height I= 2, this matrix is the matrix of relations of 
I*, by the acyclicity criterion of Buchsbaum and Eisenbud [ 11. The asser- 
tion follows. 
(4) JF=z*. 
Proof: We even show that 
z* = (x, y) n (z, y) n (x,f) = (xz, y) n (X,f’). 
Since fcsk[lz, WI] is reduced, the ideal (x,f) is the intersection of prime 
ideals, and the assertion follows from this presentation of I*. The inclusion 
I* G (xz, y) n (x,f) is obvious. Conversely, let a E (xz, y) n (x,f), then 
a=a,xz+a,y=ii,.u+ii,,f: We obtain the equation (a,~-6,)~ 
- G2,f= -a, 4’. Since .Y, 4: f is a regular sequence, we have a, E (x,f), i.e., 
a2 = hx + cl: This implies a = a, xz + (hx + cf) y E I*. 1 
Recall that a sequence X, ,..., x,, E R is called a d-sequence if 
(x 1 >..., x,): -x, + , n (x, ,..., x,,) = (xl ,..., x,1 
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for i = 0, l,..., n. The reader is referred to [ 16, 111, for further information 
on the theory of d-sequences. 
In the next theorem we consider ideals I which are generated by a d- 
sequence. For such ideals the Koszul homology Hi(Z; R) with respect to 
some system of generators plays an important role. Of course the 
homology may depend on the chosen generators of I. However, the follow- 
ing property only depends on I. Let k E N, then I is said to satisfy the 
sliding depth condition (SD,) if depth H,(Z; R) 3 d-p(Z) + i + k, for all 
i 3 0. 
If k is large enough and if Z satisfies (SD,), then all the homology 
modules H,(Z, R) are CohenMacaulay. In that case Z is said to be strongly 
CM. 
A detailed study of the property (SD,) and its relevance for the 
associated graded ring can be found in [ 12, 131. 
THEOREM (1.3). Assume that the ideal Z is generated by a d-sequence, 
and that R/Z is CM. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) G is Gorenstein, 
(b) Z is strongly CM. 
ProoJ The implication (b) =j. (a) has been shown in [9,2.6]. To show 
the converse we first use that Z satisfies (SD,), by [12, 6.51. From now on 
we follow ideas of Huneke [ 181. Let n = p(Z), g = grade Z, and consider the 
natural maps c(, : H,, .~ R ~ / + Horn.,, (H,, H,, ~ R) for i = 0 ,..., n - g, which are 
induced by the multiplicative structure of the Koszul homology. We assert 
that the maps LX, are isomorphisms. In fact, since Z is generated by a 
d-sequence, the comparison map Sym(Z) + R(Z) is an isomorphism; see 
[20, 281. Therefore d= dim R 3 dim gr,(R)@ R/m = dim Sym(Z)@ R/m = 
~(Z)=n.Now(SD,)impliesthatdepthHj3d-n+i+132fori~1.Since 
(SD,) localizes, the modules Hi satisfy the Serre condition S,. By [ 18, 2.91 
the maps c(, are isomorphisms. 
Again using (SD, ), n d d, and the fact that H,, R rr (I)~,,, we obtain 
depth H, + depth Hom.,,(H,,o,) 3 (d-n+i+l) + (d-g-i+l) > 
d-g + 2 = dim R/Z+ 2. It follows from [ 18, 5.51 that H, is 
CohenMacaulay. 1 
EXAMPLES (1.4). (a) A broad list of ideals which are strongly 
CohenMacaulay is given by a theorem of Huneke [ 191, asserting that any 
ideal in the linkage class of a complete intersection is strongly 
Cohen-Macaulay. (A more careful discussion of this concept is given in the 
last section.) 
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(b) Now we present an example of an ideal in a regular local ring, 
whose associated graded ring is CohenMacaulay, which is generated by a 
d-sequence but only satisfies (SD,). 
Let Z be the ideal in R= ~[Ix,,..., x61] generated by the 2 x 2-minors of 
the generic symmetric matrix 
Xl x2 x3 
t 1 
x2 x4 xs > 
x3 x5 x.5 
and let S= k[ Ix, ,..., x611/Z. S is a normal CM-domain of dimension 3 
whose divisor class group Cl(S) is isomorphic to z/22. The canonical class 
[ws] is a generator of Cl(S). In particular one has us ‘v w:. These results 
can be found in [4]. 
Let H. denote the Koszul homology with respect to the canonical 
generators of I. Under the extra assumption that the characteristic of R is 
not 2, we shall show that depth H, = 3 for i = 2, 3, and depth H, = 1. This, 
of course, implies that I satisfies (SD,). Clearly H, and H, are of depth 3, 
and Hi = 0 for i > 3. To compute the depth of H, we consider the natural 
exact sequence 
0+6(Z)+ H, 4 K,@S-tZ/Z’+O, 
where 6(Z) = Ker tl. 
If d denotes the determinant of the whole matrix, then dg Z, and 
mR. ds Z2. Therefore depth Z/Z2 = 0. Next we show that depth 6(Z) 3 1. 
Since d(Z)=0 has its support only at the maximal ideal, this then implies 
6(Z) = 0 and depth H, = 1. From the resolution 
O+F,+F,-tF,-rR+S+O 
we obtain the exact sequence 
where 2, = Ker F, -+ R. Since OS* N os, we conclude that depth 
Z,/ZZ, > 1. In [26] it is shown that 6(Z) is a direct summand of Z,/ZZ,. 
Then, of course, depth 6(Z) 3 1. 
Counting depth of boundaries and cycles in the Koszul complex K.(Z; R) 
one now easily sees that depth H, = 3. For all p # mR, ZR, is a complete 
intersection. Hence the ‘W-complex is acyclic, and by [lo], Z is generated 
by a d-sequence. Moreover G = gr,(R) is Cohen-Macaulay, but G is not 
Gorenstein, by (1.3). 
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Huneke told us a different proof of (1.4) (b). His proof works quite 
generally in all characteristics. 
2. THE CANONICAL MODULE OF G AND S 
In this section we will mainly assume that the Rees algebra S of I is CM. 
This assumption will be discussed to some extent at the end of the paper. 
The following observation is due to Huneke [17]. 
LEMMA (2.1). If S is CM, then G and T are CM. 
Proof. Since G N T/( t ‘) T, it suffices to show that G is CM. Inspecting 
the exact sequence 0 + S, 4 S -+ R + 0, we see that depth S, = d + 1. 
Using the isomorphism IS 2 S, and the exact sequence 0 + IS + S + 
G + 0, the assertion follows. i 
There exists an integer k such that (w~)~ # 0, but (w,), = 0 for i < k. We 
introduce the invariant r,(G) := ,uR,,((~G)k). 
The next lemma explains how the CM-type of R is related to r,(G) and 
to the CM-type of G. 
LEMMA (2.2). r,(G)<r(R)dr(G). 
Proof, From the isomorphism (Ok),. I N wR [t, tp ‘1, we conclude that 
~(0~) = ~((w~),~I), and that, up to a multiplication by some power of t, 
one has o.rr.w.t~200.t~~‘Ow.00,tOw2t20 ... where w, s wR, 
and w,co,+, for all i> 1. It follows that wG3:wR/o,@ol/02@ .... 
Hence r,(G) = P(o&,) d AoR) = A(+),-l) d 140~) = ~(0,) = r(G). 
Here we also used that wG. N o,/t- ‘rti7-. 1 
COROLLARY (2.3). If rO (G) = r(G), then 
(a) r(R) = r(G), 
(b) R is Gorenstein if and only if G is Gorenstein. 
One crucial result of this section is 
THEOREM (2.4). The following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) ro(G) = r(G), 
(b) O,hWRT, 
(c) mG = gr,(od, 
(d) w,=o.(l, t)“for some ma -1. 
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If one of the equivalent conditions hold we say that the corresponding 
canonical module has the expected form. 
It seems worthwhile to point out the following special case. 
COROLLARY (2.5). The following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) G is Gorenstein, 
(b) ~~~(i,t)~forsornern>-1. 
Proqf’ of’ (2.4). (a)=+(b): we may assume that LU,= ...oRt-’ @ 
~,~~‘O~,,O~,IO~~I~~~~ where wg=oR, o1 $ oO, and w~+~E~~ for 
all i30. Then (u7/tm ‘o~)~=O for i<O and (cu,/r-‘w,),#O. Identifying 
wG with w,/t ‘CII~, our assumption r,,(G) = r(G) guarantees that (cI>~)~ 
generates oc; as G-module. This implies that o, = I’o, + w, + , for all i B 0. 
It follows that O, = n,,; (I’w, + oj). 
Since wT is finitely generated there exists a number k such that 
o1 + , E mw, for all j> k. Applying Krull’s intersection theorem we obtain 
W,=liURr and therefore w T = oR T. 
The implications (b) 3 (c) and (c) => (a) are obvious. 
To prove the equivalence of (c) and (d) we consider the two exact 
sequences 
and 
O-+IS+S+G+O. (2) 
We fix wg such that (us), = 0 for i < 0 and (o.~)~ # 0. Dualizing with oS we 
obtain the exact sequences 
0--,w,~(w,:s+)--,w~(+1)‘0 (1)’ 
and 
O--*uS-‘~s:ZS3~G(-m-l)~0 (2)’ 
for some m >, - 1. Here we consider oR as graded S-module concentrated 
in degree 0, and 01~ chosen such that (Ok), = 0 for i < 0, and (oG)” # 0. 
Now assume ws= aR( 1, t)k, then (1)’ implies 
(“S:s+)-, =OR, 
and 
(~.s:S+)i=(uR(I, tlkh for i>O. 
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Since 
C”S: IsliT (OS: s+ )i+ I for all i 3 0, (3) 
we see that o,:ZS=o,(l, t)k+‘. Using (2)’ is follows that 
aG(-m- l)=gr,(WR)(-k- I), and hence w,=gr,(w,), and k=m. 
Conversely, suppose wG = gr,(w,) and put os = (uO 00, t @ o2 t2 @ . . , 
(1)‘implies (~rl~:S+)),=c~.and (o~:S+)~=W,~‘. Then by (3) weget 
and 
(us: IS); = wi , t’ for i>, 1. 
Using (2)’ it follows that wi= oR for i= O,..., m. One also has the exact 
sequences 
O-+%+, -+ (us: zS),n+, -+ w/J-- ‘/WKZf -+ 0. 
By induction on j it follows that o,, + , = to,Z’, sjnce the middle term of the 
exact sequence is 0, + i , , as we have seen before. Hence we have 
CUR for i = O,..., m w, = 
I’~“W, for i = m, m + l,... . 
In other words, os = wR (1, t)“. ) 
Proof qf Corollary (2.5). (a) 3 (b) follows directly from (2.4). For the 
converse one shows as in the proof of (2.4) that (1, t)m: IS= (1, I)“‘+ ‘. 
Then again using the exact sequence 
0 -+ (I, ,)‘, + (1, f)? IS -+ OG --t 0 
we see that uc~(l,t)“+‘/(l, t)mzG. 1 
We now give a first interpretation of the exponent m appearing in the 
formula for wLY. 
THEOREM (2.6). Assume that grade Z > 2. !f ws has the expected form, 
i.e., if’os N oR( 1, I)“‘, then 
(a) o,(l, 1)’ is CMo -1 f&m+ 1, 
(b) (1, t)’ is CM a-l<Z<m+l. 
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ProoJ: Parts of the proof of (a) and (b) are done simultaneously. We 
therefore introduce J to stand for either R or oR. Assuming that J( 1, t)’ is 
CM the number of generators of .Z( 1, t)’ is bounded by the multiplicity of 
S; see [24, Corollary 3.31. However, p(.Z( 1, t)‘) = p(J). (Z+ 1) as a function 
of 1 is unbounded. Therefore J( 1, t)’ cannot be CM for large 1. On the other 
hand, suppose that .Z( 1, t)’ is CM for some 13 0, then .Z( 1, t)‘- ’ is CM as 
well. This follows from the exact sequence 
O+J(l, t)‘-‘-+J(l, t)‘--+gr,(J)+O 
and the CohenMacaulayness of gr,(J). We conclude that there exists an 
integer k such that .Z( 1, t)’ is CohenMacaulay for - 1 < I d k, and J( 1, t)’ 
is not CohenMacaulay for I > k. As we shall see in a moment, 
(1, t))‘= (IS)’ for I> 0. Hence the theorem is proved if we can show 
(a) J(1, t)“+’ is CM, 
(b) 41, t) mf2 is not CM, 
(c) J(B)’ is not CM for I> 1. 
For this we need to compute the following ideal-quotients: 
(c() J(1, t)“= OkzOJlkpmtk for all mEZ. In particular, one has 
J( 1, t))” = .Z(ZS)m for all m 3 0. 
(/I) J(l,t)“:J(1,t)‘=(1,t)“~‘forallm,IE~. 
(y) J(1, t)“: (1, t)‘=.Z(l, t)“-‘for all m,lEZ. 
We also make use of the following well-known fact: If L is a fractionary 
CM-ideal of S, then ws: L is also CM; see, for instance, [S, 6.11. We now 
prove (a), (b), and (c). 
First notice that IS= (1, t)- ‘, by (a). Therefore using (/I) and (y) we get 
w,(l, f)m+‘=OR(l, t)“: IS, 
and 
(1,t) m+‘=OR(l, t)“:o,(ZS). 
Since ws = wR( 1, t)“, and since IS and oR(ZS) are CM it follows that 
o,(l, t)mt’ and (1, c)~+’ are CM. This proves (a). To prove (c) consider 
the exact sequence 
0 + J(ZS)‘+ J(ZS)‘- ’ --+ gr,(J),-, + 0 
for any I> 1. 
We have depth .Z(ZS)‘- ’ <d+ 1, and since gr,(J),_ i is an R/Z-module we 
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have depthgr,(J),- ,<depth R-2=d-2. Hence depthJ(ZS)<d+l, and 
J(ZS)’ is not CM. Finally, (b) follows from (/I) and (y) since 
(zs)2=OR(lr f)?WR(l, f)m+2, 
and 
oR(zs)2=w,(l, t)“‘: (1, t)m+*. 
If w,(l, t)m+2 resp. (1, t)“+’ were CM, then (IS)’ resp. o,(ZS)* would 
have to be CM, contradicting (c). 
We are left to prove (a), (/I), and (y). 
Proof of (u). The assertion is clear for m 2 0. Hence it suffices to show 
that (1,t))” = (ZS)m for all m 3 0. We induct on m. Again for m = 0, the 
assertion is trivial. Now assume m > 0. Using the induction hypothesis we 
obtain (1, t) “=(l, t) “‘+I: (1, t)=(ZS)“‘-‘: (1, t). Hence if ar’~(1, t) ” 
then a?‘+ ’ E (IS)“’ ‘, and it follows that a E I’+“’ and at’~ (ZS)m. 
Proof of (fi). We first treat the case I=O. Pick atPEJ( 1, t)“‘: JS, then 
a.JEJ.Z”-“‘. We want to show that aeZ”-“‘. If pdm, then ZPmm=R, 
and aEJ:J=R=ZPpn’. 
Now let k =p - m, and assume k > 0 and a 4 Zk. There exists 0 d j < k 
such that a E Z’\Z’+ ‘. Let a* be the leading form of a in G, then 
a* . gr,( J) = 0, a contradiction. 
Finally, assume Z#O, then J(l, t)“: J(1, t)‘=(J(l, t)? JS): (1, t)‘= 
(1, r)m: (1, t)‘= (1, t)+‘. Here we used (y) applied to J= R and the asser- 
tion for 1= 0. 
Proof of (?;). We treat the cases 13 0 and If 0 separately. Suppose first 
that 13 0. We induct on 1. If 1= 0, the assertion is trivial. Assume now l> 0. 
Using the induction hypothesis we obtain J(l, t)“: (1, t)‘= 
(J(l,t)“:(l,t)‘~‘):(1,t)=J(l,t)“-’+’: (1, t). Hence it suffices to prove the 
assertion for 1= 1. Let at”~J(l, t)“‘: (1, t), then utP+‘~JZPi’~“‘tP+’ and 
therefore at” E J( 1, t)” _ ‘. Now assume l< 0. Here we induct on - 1. For 
-1= + 1 we have to consider J( 1, t)m: IS. Let at” E J( 1, t)“‘: IS then 
ul~JI-~+~c J. In particular a E J: I. Since grade 13 2, and J is CM we 
have J= J: Z, and therefore a E J. We assert that a E J. Zpp” ‘, It then 
follows that atpE J(1, t)m+‘. Assume a$ JZp~‘+’ then there exists an 
integer j in the range 0 <j <p - m - 1 such that a E JZ’\JZj+ ‘. Consider the 
corresponding form a* of a in gr,(J), then G, . a* = 0 since a. ZE J. I”-“‘. 
This, however, contradicts the fact that G, -grade gr,(J) >O. Finally, 
assume that - l> 1. Using the induction hypothesis we have 
J(1, t)“‘: (1, t)‘= J(l, t)“: (IS)‘= (J(l, t)“: (IS)“): IS= J(l, t)m-‘+‘: IS= 
J( 1, ,)‘+‘. 1 
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In the case that I is m-primary the reduction number p(Z) of Z is defined 
and the formula for ws can be made more explicit. 
THEOREM (2.7). Let (R, m) be a d-dimensional CM with infinite residue 
class field. Suppose I is m-primary and us has the expected form, then 
ws “W,(l, tp(“-‘. 
Proof We first consider the case height I= 1. Since we assume S to be 
CM the theorem of Goto and Shimoda (see Introduction) implies that Z is 
principal, and the assertion of the theorem is trivial. Now assume height 
122. We induct on k= d-p(Z). According to the theorem of Goto and 
Shimoda we have k > 0. Let k = 0, then p := p(Z) = d, and we have to show 
that os N wR( 1, t)-’ = wR(Z,S). By (2.6) it suffices to show that (1, t) is not 
CM. Write Zp = (a,,..., ad) ZpP ‘. The leading form a: of a, is regular on G. 
Hence we obtain 
-- 
s := S/(a,, a, t) N R[Zt], 
where i? := R/a, R, T:= ZR. Moreover p(Z) = p(T) and dim s= d- 1. By the 
theorem of Goto and Shimoda S is not Cohen-Macaulay. Hence 
(1, t)E:(a,, a, t) is not Cohen-Macaulay. Now let k > 0, then p(Z) < d. We 
do the same reduction as above. But now s is CM, and we may apply our 
induction hypothesis to 3, since dim S= p(l) = k - 1. We may therefore 
assume that os N wR (1, t)dp2 ~ “(‘). Dualizing the exact sequence 
O+(a,,a,t)+S+S-+O 
with respect to ws N oR (1, t)“, we obtain the exact sequence 
O+w.(l, t)“+(wR(l, t)m: (a,, a,t))-,os+O. 
It follows that OS= o,(l, t)“~~‘/a,w.(l, t)“. We conclude that 
m - 1 = d- 2 -p(Z), and the theorem is proven. 
The following corollary slightly generalizes [S, 1.21. 
COROLLARY (2.8). Under the assumptions of (2.7) the following con- 
ditions are equivalent: 
(a) S is Gorenstein, 
(b) R is Gorenstein and p(Z) = d - 1. 
Theorem (2.7) can be easily extended to more general ideals by a simple 
localization argument. Assume again that R has an infinite residue class 
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field. Let I be an equidimensional ideal of height g in R. We define the 
generic reduction number of I to be 
p(Z)=sup{p(ZR,)/P~Zminimal prime over ideal). 
Notice that p(Z) = 1, if and only if Z is generically a complete intersection. 
COROLLARY (2.9). Zf us has the expected form then 
w,zo,(l, t)“pY(‘)p’, and o,-w,(l, t)” 2, if and only lf Z is generically 
a complete intersection. 
3. COHEN-MACAULAY REES ALGEBRAS WHOSE CANONICAL 
MODULE HAS THE EXPECTED FORM 
In this section we consider the various cases, known to us, in which the 
theory of Section 2 can be applied. We first study Rees algebras associated 
to the maximal ideal of a local ring. The simplest examples of this kind 
arise from completions of graded algebras. Let k be an infinite field, and let 
A be a finitely generated graded k-algebra generated by its l-forms over 
A,= k. A has a presentation A N P/Z, where P= k[X ,,..., X,] is a 
polynomial ring and Zc (X, ,..., XII)’ is a homogeneous ideal. Let F. 
0 -+ Oi P( -d,;) -+ ... + @,P(-d,;)+P+A-+O be the homogeneous 
minimal free P-resolution of A. 
PROPOSITION (3.1). Suppose A is CM, and let (R, m) the A + -adic com- 
pletion A. We set d,= max,{dni}. Then the Rees algebra S= R[mt] is CM 
if and onl-v !f d, 6 n, where n = edim R. Moreover if S is CM, then 
Proof: gr,,,(R) z A. In particular gr,,,(R) is CM. Since oR = c, the 
A + -adic completion of w,, it is clear that gr,,,(wR) 2: oA z ogrmcR,. Hence 
the equivalent conditions of (2.4) are satisfied, and ws has the expected 
form, once we know that S is CM. The reduction number p of m can be 
computed to be the maximal degree of the homogeneous socle elements of 
A= A/(x) A, where x is a system of parameters of l-forms. The resolution 
i? of 2 over P has the same shifts d,, as the resolution F. Here P is a 
polynomial ring in g variables, where g = height I. Using the homogeneous 
isomorphism ZZ.(F@ k) N H.(y; A), where H.(y; 2) denotes the Koszul 
homology of a minimal system y of homogeneous generators of the 
maximal ideal of 2, we see that the socle elements of d have the degree 
d,, -g. It follows that p = d, -g. Applying the theorem of Goto and 
Shimoda and (2.7) the assertions follow. 1 
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EXAMPLES (3.2). (a) The simplest possible example, first considered in 
[IS], is the following: A = k[x,,,..., x,1/(x:). Here p = k - 1, and S is CM if 
and only if k < n. In that case os = ( 1, t)” k ~ ‘, and 
fork<n 
for k = n. 
It might be interesting to see the presentation of S. More generally consider 
R = k[ (x1 ,..., x, l]/(f, ,..., f,), where f, ,..., f, are polynomials in x, ,..., x,. 
Then S= R[mt] ‘v g/J, where s= P[nt] is the Rees algebra of the 
maximal ideal n = (xi ,..., x,) of P=k[lx ,,..., x,1]. We set 
T:=f(xi t,..., x,t)~ 3, for any f~ R. Let further A: s-+ 3 be the 
downgrading homomorphism, as defined in [9]. Given atk~Sk, then 
A(at”) = atk ~ I. 
Now J is generated by %“x., i = l,..., m, k = 0, I,..., where Ebk denotes the 
k-times iterated downgrading homomorphism. 
In our particular example we have S N z/(x,, ~,t)~. Since os = (1, t)“- ‘, 
it follows from (2.6) that (1, t)k N (x,, ~~t)~ is CM for k < n. This proves 
the CM-assertion on S without using the theorem of Goto and Shimoda. 
(b) Let A =kC(x,),~= 1,...,2n,icjllZ, w here Z is the ideal generated by 
the 2n-order Pfaflians of the generic skew-symmetric 2n + 1 by 2n + l- 
matrix x in the intermediate xji. 
Buchsbaum and Eisenbud have shown [2] that A is Gorenstein and has 
the P-resolution 
Here we find p =2n - 2, and edim A = ($). Hence for n > 2, S is 
Cohen-Macaulay with canonical module os = (1, f)2n2p 3np2 and type 
2n2 - 3n - 1. In particular, S is Gorenstein if and only if n = 2. I 
The following examples can be derived from an extended version [ 111 of 
a result of Steurich [27]. 
PROPOSITION (3.3). Let (A, n) be a regular local ring with infinite residue 
class field. Suppose that the residue class ring R = AJZ is CM, and that the 
reduction number p of the maximal ideal m of R is less than or equal to the 
dimension d of R. Zf, moreover, ZE n p, then G=gr,,(R) and S= R[mt] are 
CA4 and os = co (1 t)d-p-‘. R ) 
Proof: Let F. be a minimal free A-resolution of R. We define the follow- 
ing filtration 5 on F. : 
siF, = n’ for all i > 0 
giFi= nipP-F; for all j > 0 and i 3 0. 
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Here we set nk = R for k d 0. From [ 11, 13.7 and 13.81 it follows that 
gr,(F.) is acyclic and that it is a free homogeneous P := gr,,(A)-resolution 
of G: 
O+P(-p-g+l+ ... ~P(-p-l)“*-,P(-p)B1’P-,G-tO. 
In particular, G is again CM. Since by assumption p < d, S is CM as well. 
We only need to show that oG N grn,(mR), then all assertions follow from 
(2.4) and (2.7). 
The dual complex F? is a free resolution of oR. Let 8* be the natural 
dual filtration of F!, then 
grz*(F?) - Hom,(gr,(F.), P). 
Hence gr,. (F?) is again acyclic and is a minimal free homogeneous 
P-resolution of We. Therefore wG 2: gr,,,(wR), as asserted. 1 
EXAMPLE (3.4). Rings with minimal multiplicity studied by J. Sally [22, 
231 belong to this vicinity. A local CM-ring (R, m, k) is said to have 
minimal multiplicity if e(R) = edim R - dim R + 1, or equivalently, if 
p(n) = 2. We may pass to the m-adic completion of R, and hence may sup- 
pose that R N A/Z, where (A, n) is regular and ZE n*. Therefore all 
assumptions of (3.3) are satisfied once d= dim R 2 2. We then have 
ws “~~(1, t)dm-3. If n=edim R, then p(coR)=n-d and p(Z)=(“yd). 
Therefore we obtain 
ford33 
ford=2. 1 
In the following we collect some results for S= R[Zr], when Z is not m- 
primary. In this situation only a few criteria for the Cohen-Macaulayness 
of S are known; see [Ill, 3, 61. 
Of particular interest are the ideals in the linkage class of a complete 
intersection. Two ideals Z and J are said to be linked, if there exists a 
regular sequence x = {x,,..., x,} in ZnJ such that I= (3): J, and J= (x): I. 
We say that Z belongs to the linkage class of a complete intersection if there 
are ideals Z,, I,,..., Z, such that I, is a complete intersection, Ii is linked to 
Ii+, for i=O ,..., l- 1, and Z,=Z. 
In Section 1 we used already that an ideal Z is strongly CM if it belongs 
to the linkage class of a complete intersection. This result of Huneke can be 
stated in a more general version. Its proof is exactly the one in [19]. 
4x1 ‘105 2-2 
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THEOREM. Let A4 he a maximal CM-module. If the ideal I belongs to the 
linkage class of a complete intersection then the Koszul-homology H.(I; M) is 
CM. 
PROPOSITION (3.5). Let Z be an ideal of grade g in R which belongs to the 
linkage class of a complete intersection. Zf pp(Z) < height P for all prime 
ideals PZZ, then S is CM and os =o.(l, t)Rp2. 
ProoJ By Huneke’s theorem [ 191 Z is strongly CM. Then using [ 11, 
9.11 we see that G and S are CM. Once we have shown that oG = gr,(o,), 
the above formula follows from (2.9), since Z is generically a complete inter- 
section. 
By [ 11, 5.11 the !VI-complex 
O-+ H,(Z; R)@S% . ..H.(Z; R)@s+ H,(Z; R)@&G+O 
is acyclic. Here 6 = n -g, n =p(Z), and s= R[e, ,..., e,]. For details, see 
[ 111. We dualize the YJI-complex with respect to ws N w,,,O 3. 
Since all the modules of the 9JI-complex are maximal g-modules it 
follows that the dual complex Homs(9JI, 0s) is acyclic with zeroth 
homology ‘v oG. 
We want to show that there is a natural isomorphism 
‘%N(Z; wR) N Homs(YR(I; R), 0.7). (*I 
It will then follow 
Q = Ho(‘WZ; oRI) = gr,(w,). 
To see the isomorphism (*) note that H.(Z; wR) is an H.(Z; R)-module. 
Therefore one obtains natural pairings 
H;(Z; R) x Hdp;(Z; wR) -+ H,(Z; oR). 
These pairings give rise to natural homomorphisms 
cl;: Hammi(Z; oR) -+ Hom(H,(I; R), co,,,), 
since H,(Z; oR) N o,,,. By the above version of Huneke’s theorem we 
know that H.(Z; mR) is Cohen-Macaulay. The same proof as the one in 
[7,2.4.1] shows that the homomorphisms cli are isomorphisms. The 
isomorphism (*) follows now, since 
HomsolJ1i, US) N HomRl,(HjU; R), w,Y,,) 0 3. I 
Remark. During the preparation of this work H. Sanders showed in his 
dissertation [25] that H.(Z; oR) is Cohen-Macaulay whenever I is strongly 
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Cohen-Macaulay. Hence in (3.5) we don’t need to require anymore that Z 
is in the linkage class of a complete intersection, but only that Z is strongly 
Cohen-Macaulay. 
EXAMPLE (3.6). Standard examples of ideals linked to complete inter- 
sections are the perfect codimension 2 ideals [21] and the perfect codimen- 
sion 3 Gorenstein ideals [2]. Imposing the condition pP(Z) < ht P for all 
prime ideals Pz Z to those ideals, the canonical modules os of the 
corresponding Rees algebra have the expected form. 
Our result (1.1) can be generalized as follows 
PROPOSITION (3.7). Suppose that G=gr,(Z?) is a CM-domain, then 
mG‘ = gr,(o,). 
For the proof one only needs to copy the arguments of (1.1). 
Using (3.7) and results of Eisenbud and Huneke [3], the determinantal 
ideals are accessible to our theoy. 
EXAMPLE (3.8). Let A = (au) be an r by s-matrix (r d s) with coefficients 
in R. Let Z= Z,(A) be the ideal in R generated by the maximal minors of A. 
If Z is a prime ideal of height g 3 s - r - 1, and moreover the ideal of t by t 
minors Z,(A) has height >(r-t+l)(s-r)+2 for l<t<r-1, then 
S= R[Zt] is CM and os = o,(l, t)” ‘. 
By [3, 3.51, S is CM and G is a domain. The assertion follows from (2.4) 
and (3.7). 1 
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